Litigator of the Week: Roaring Back From the Largest-Ever Patent Verdict

In late 2016, Gilead Sciences Inc. and a Fish & Richardson trial team led by Jonathan Singer were hit with a $2.5 billion jury verdict, the largest ever recorded in a U.S. patent infringement case. Here's how they turned the tables on Merck.
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It takes a strong stomach to be a litigator. It’s the nature of hard-fought cases that the biggest wins sometimes come after devastating losses. Experienced trial lawyers know the fight’s not over till it’s over. They learn to keep their cool.

Just ask Jonathan Singer.

In late 2016, Gilead Sciences Inc. and a Fish & Richardson trial team led by Singer were hit with the largest verdict ever recorded in a U.S. patent infringement case.

“It was a gut punch, for sure,” Singer, a principal in the firm’s San Diego office, said of the jury verdict, which handed Merck & Co. $2.54 billion in damages for willful infringement on its patent for a ground-breaking hepatitis C treatment.

In the months that followed, Gilead assembled a three-firm team of attorneys with the sole objective of eradicating the ruling in the gauntlet of post-trial motions and, if necessary, an appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.

The multi-pronged approach paid off in dramatic fashion this past week when U.S. District Judge Leonard P. Stark of the District of Delaware granted Gilead’s request for judgment as a matter of law and invalidated Merck’s patent for lack of enablement, an aspect of U.S. patent law that requires that patents disclose how to make a treatment without undue experimentation.

(The case was originally brought by Idenix Pharmaceuticals and collaborator Universita di Cagliari of Italy. Shortly after the suit was filed, Merck acquired Idenix and the rights to its uprifosbuvir HCV medication.)

Singer, who tried the case in Delaware federal court, defended his decision nearly two years earlier not to include enablement in Gilead’s attempt to extinguish the blockbuster case on a motion for summary judgment. Rather, he and fellow Fish & Richardson partners Douglas McCann and Joseph Warden had unsuccessfully argued that the so-called ‘597 patent was invalid for lack of written description.
“We chose that because the way the patent was written, it was the simpler argument. It wasn’t necessarily the strongest,” Singer explained.

“Since you only get one shot, you’ve got to make the cleanest argument you can.”

But Singer said his team did make enablement an important focus of the 10-day trial, where he pressed Merck’s expert witness on the specificity of the patent’s claims. Jurors ultimately rejected the defense, but by that time, the trial record contained the evidence that would be the foundation for post-trial motions.

Following the verdict, which carried the threat of treble damages, Gilead then expanded its team to include attorneys from Irell & Manella and Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe’s appellate units. Irell, led by Jason Sheasby, partnered with Singer and the Fish & Richardson team to split the post-trial briefing and help prepare the JMOL motion.

Meanwhile, Gilead’s in-house lawyers, Lorie Ann Morgan, Patricia Thayer and Andrea Hutchison, were “essential” in coordinating the campaign and helping to choose the best arguments, Singer said.

“This was a first for me, this many firms,” he said. “An unusual verdict creates unusual circumstances.”

Meanwhile Merck was represented by lawyers from Ashby & Geddes and Jones Day.

Gilead’s fortune started to turn last September, when Stark declined to impose enhanced damages in the case.

The jury’s finding of willful infringement had exposed Gilead to the possibility of treble damages. Idenix itself had asked Stark to “at least double” the award to more than $5 billion.

In his ruling, Stark indicated that he wasn’t entirely convinced by the verdict, saying that “nearly every aspect of this case was ‘close’ in the sense that it easily could have gone the other way.” Stark at the time withheld a ruling on Gilead’s motions for JMOL and a new trial.

On Feb. 16, however, Stark finally returned his ruling in favor of Gilead. In a 50-page memorandum opinion, he said the scope of the patent’s claims included “many thousands,” if not billions, of compounds, which would have required “extensive” experimentation in order to synthesize the patented compound. And given the “novelty and infancy” of the field in the early 2000s, it would be impossible for a person of ordinary skill to conceive of all the embodiments of the claims.

“Hence, a reasonable fact-finder could only reach one conclusion: that the range of potential candidates is and was substantial, and that testing played an indispensable and exploratory—rather than confirmatory—role in a [person of average skill’s] attempts to practice the patent’s claims,” he wrote.

In a statement, Orrick partner Joshua Rosenkranz praised the ruling and the “extraordinary legal team that generated this result.”

“I’m particularly proud to be affiliated with Gilead, which never wavered in the face of extraordinary pressure, and whose in-house lawyers were integrally involved at every step,” he said. “We look forward to working with the same team to defend this win on appeal.”

For Singer, the ruling was a testament to teamwork and vindication for a client that had achieved life-saving innovation that has helped to treat millions of patients suffering from hepatitis C.

“Gilead should be awfully proud,” he said. “They wanted to discover what everybody was after, and they found it.
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